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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The SPP board in July 2021 directed SPP staff to evaluate proposed generator retirements for 

potential risks within the six to 12 month horizon for retirements. Additionally, staff was directed 

to make recommendations for improvements to the Generator Retirement process to increase 

regional reliability. This assignment is part of the board-directed Winter Weather Event Tier 1 

Improvements project. It is one of thirteen (13) sub-initiatives under the Resource Planning and 

Availability 2 (RPA2) initiative.   

BACKGROUND 

The Improved Resource Availability Task Force (IRATF) approved the following scope for SIR 382 

RPA2.14, with a March 2022 scheduled completion date: 

• Evaluate generator retirements scheduled to occur in the next 6-12 months and 

communicate findings and any associated risk.  

• While performing the evaluation of planned retirements, SPP staff will evaluate the 

generation retirement process to determine if additional analysis or requirements, 

beyond identification of transmission reinforcements (i.e. upgrades)   should be 

recommended. 

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS 

OVERVIEW 

In order to look at the impact of retirements in the next 6-12 months there were three different 

approaches taken.  The three approaches include reviewing current known retirements in the 

queue, reviewing any resource adequacy work forth coming that gives insight into capacity, and 

finally trying to summarize what risks might exist for unknown retirements.   
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CURRENT KNOWN GENERATOR RETIREMENT IMPACTS 

AND RISKS 

SPP currently processes and analyzes generator retirements through the process in OATT 

Attachment AB.  The intent of the current process is to analyze and identify any potential 

transmission upgrades that may be caused by a requested generator retirement and to issue 

Notifications to Construct (NTCs) if necessary.  This section provides an overview of current 

generator retirements that have been submitted through Attachment AB along with other 

studies to identify and understand impacts of generator retirement on the system.   

As of January 26, 2022, four total requests were made in 2021 and in January 2022. Based upon 

the studies in Attachment AB the four generator retirements did not require Network Upgrades 

and staff found the Generator Owner may submit its retirement notice in accordance with the 

SPP Market Protocols1.  

These combined requests comprise 261 MW of nameplate generation that are scheduled to 

retire within the next 12 months. These retirements are located in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, 

and Louisiana.  

SPP studied an additional generator adjacent to SPP territory, which in the past has provided 

some capacity into the SPP footprint. The retirement was not subject to Attachment AB 

requirements as it is in MISO’s footprint, but could have potentially caused impacts to the SPP 

system. 

Currently (as of July 2022) there is one additional request pending in the Attachment AB queue.     

SPP staff reviewed  the current Generator Interconnection queue (based on a status of fully 

executed or on schedule) to see if any new generation was coming online in the next 6-12 

months that could potentially offset the loss of these current known retirements.  Based on the 

current Generator Interconnection queue there is 614 MW of renewable generation planned to 

go into service in the next 12 months.  These generator interconnections are located in North 

Dakota, New Mexico, and Kansas.   

Additionally, it is also important to note that any Load Responsible Entity (LRE), which has 

claimed a generator for its Resource Adequacy Requirement (RAR) that is slated or requested for 

retirement, must continue to meet its RAR (resources to meet net peak demand and the PRM) 

after the retirement of the resource.   

An analysis of the process has also revealed that there may need to be considerations given for 

locations of retirements versus locations of new interconnecting generation as this will ensure 

the retirement alone is not evaluated in a vacuum.  There also needs to be a consideration for a 

                                                 

1 Process as outlined in SPP’s Open Access Tariff, Attachment AB Section 3.1 
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slightly different evaluation of traditional generation retiring vs renewable generation from a 

capacity perspective because the type of generation and its capacity may vary more 

considerably in a renewable analysis.   

It should also be noted that proposed retirements submitted through other tariff planning 

processes ( for example, the ITP) which have not been submitted through Attachment AB make 

it difficult  to determine the final outcome (retirement vs. replacement)  and to quantify risk for 

the next 12 months.   

 

UNKNOWN RISK  

The actual risk created by generator retirements can be difficult to determine, in part because a 

request could be submitted at any point in time. 

 

CAPACITY ADEQUACY 

SPP currently performs Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) studies biennially to determine the 

Planning Reserve Margin for the Balancing Authority Area.  Additionally, SPP performs Effective 

Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) Studies to determine capacity value of the aggregated wind and 

solar resource fleets.  Since conventional resources generally have higher accreditation values 

than wind and solar resources, as conventional resources retire and are replaced by wind and 

solar resources, the capacity of the SPP footprint may become more variable and uncertain over 

time.  The practice of checking the SPP system biennially for capacity adequacy may result in a 

situation where adequacy may decline prior to the next LOLE study.   

 

POLICY RECOMMENDATION(S) 

The current generator retirement process is conducted in two parts, considering the operational 

and planning horizons. The first part of the process consists of a screen assessment to 

determine any initial impacts for either the planning or operational horizon. A failure of any 

screens will determine whether a more detailed analysis is warranted for the proposed 

retirement. The more detailed assessment explores whether reliability upgrades may be needed 

to accommodate this retirement. 
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The study appropriately assesses the impacts on the Transmission System caused by the 

removal of the resource using power flow, transient stability, and short circuit analyses.  

The concern with the current study process is the assessment only considers impacts on 

transmission line loading and system voltage integrity. The process does not assess the capacity 

and energy impact of the proposed retirement nor does the process assess impacts to 

maintaining adequate inertia, adequate primary frequency response, adequate ramp, and 

adequate voltage support required to reliably operate the grid.  

Accordingly, SPP staff makes the following recommendations to the IRATF to improve the 

generation retirement process. These recommendations are made to help SPP ensure energy 

assurance for the footprint. 

1. REQUIRE ADDITIONAL STUDIES 

The overall point here is to review situations in which generation retirement may result in 

capacity and energy deficiencies, or insufficiencies in any of the following areas inertia, primary 

frequency response, ramp, or voltage support for the region. This will be in addition to the 

current Generator Retirement process that focuses on mitigations of thermal overloads and 

voltage criteria exceedances caused by specific unit retirements.   

It is recommended that the following additional analyses be conducted: 

 Each year, based on the current generation fleet, through a Loss of Load Expectation 

analysis (or successor study), determine impacts of capacity removals that allow the 

system to remain in compliance with determined resource adequacy metrics. This value 

will be used as a benchmark for evaluating the following year’s retirement requests.    

 If applicable, review of requesting member’s impact on the 10-year horizon of the 

generator on the member’s ability to serve its projected 10-year forecast.  

 Expansion of the Generator Assessment Process (GAP) methodology in which energy 

shortfalls are identified in the operations timeframe and encourage continued use of this 

analysis in the Operational Seasonal Assessment process. 

 Leveraging of the RPA1 effort to develop a framework for performing an annual (or 

biennial) assessment of the adequacy for agreed upon reliability attributes of the power 

system (RPA1.6) and policy for incorporating attributes in the Resource Adequacy 

process (RPA1.7).  These attributes include system inertia, primary frequency response 

(PFR), ramp and voltage support. 

These evaluation scenarios should take into account replacement power options, timelines for 

retirement, overall impact to region’s capacity and energy assurance, possible regional 

payments for reliability must run provisions, and any other measures deemed necessary to 

sustain regional capacity and energy assurance for the SPP BA. 
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Metrics should be developed to communicate any capacity and energy assurance concerns, 

including metrics detailing the levels in which additional retirements may be sustained by the 

system.   

The results of this evaluation should be communicated to the CAWG, RSC, MOPC and the Board 

of Directors on an annual basis. 

Once the process has been developed, changes may be added to Attachment AB as well as 

addendums for submissions of NITSA information and information regarding replacement 

power for the generator being retired. 

2. EXPAND THE DEFINITION OF “RETIREMENT” IN THE 

SPP TARIFF 

SPP currently defines a generator retirement as the permanent removal and de-registration of a 

Resource from the Integrated Marketplace. However, the current language in the tariff does not 

provide a clear delineation between replacement and retirement.  SPP staff requests that 

changes be made to the tariff to provide more specifics as to what constitutes a retirement 

versus a replacement. 

As an example, SPP Staff has encountered requests for retirement regarding de-registration of 

resources from the SPP marketplace that do not necessarily classify as a generator retirement.  

In one instance there was a de-registration from the SPP market of an external pseudo tied 

generator that was inside another RTO and was planning to continue operating.  Another case 

encountered was de-registration of dynamic loads modeled in the market model as resources 

but were not actually generators.   

An additional complication is how to handle generators that are “Moth Balled” or not operating 

for long periods of time but are never officially retired. Per the current definition of retirement, a 

generator could be “moth balled” but would not have to submit a retirement request and thus 

the retirement would not be studied, but could have impacts to the grid.  

SPP Staff requests there be an update to the definition of generation retirement in Attachment 

AB of the SPP Tariff. The proposed definition would state  excluding transfer of ownership,  the 

retirement of a Resource is the permanent removal of a Generator Resource and deregistration 

from the SPP integrated Market. 
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3. INITIATE A PROCESS WHEREIN SUBMISSION OF A 

GENERATION RETIREMENT FOR STUDY CAN BE 

SUBMITTED TO NO LESS THAN ONE YEAR FROM THE 

EXPECTED RETIREMENT DATE, AND NO GREATER THAN 

5 YEARS FROM THE EXPECTED RETIREMENT DATE  

The current generation retirement process in Attachment AB does not provide a maximum 

number of years in advance of a study that a submission could occur.  Currently, Attachment AB 

states that the Generator Owner shall make a request to study the retirement of a Resource by 

submitting notification to the Transmission Provider no less than one year from the expected 

retirement date. However, there is no defined date for how long in the future a retirement can 

be requested.   There have been instances where a Generator Owner has submitted a request to 

study a retirement up to 10 years in advance of the retirement date for the screening and 

analysis. The retirement could pass the screening process based on a 10 year planning model or 

current operational conditions, but as the unit approaches the actual retirement date, system 

conditions and topology can change, and new reliability issues could potentially exist that would 

need mitigation due to the retirement.  

Due to the potential impacts an outdated study may have on the grid, SPP Staff proposes to 

change the timeframe for which a generator retirement would be studied.  The proposed 

change would state that a Generator Owner shall make a request to study the retirement of a 

Resource by submitting notification to the Transmission Provider no less than one (1) year from 

the expected retirement date, and no greater than five (5) years from the expected retirement 

date.  

This change will provide SPP and SPP stakeholders with more relevant and actionable 

information to better assess system conditions and modeling when analyzing a resource 

retirement.  

 

 


